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Interest in the use of virtual reality technologies for individuals with autism spectrum
disorders has been increasing for over two decades. Recently, research interest has been
growing in the area of head mounted display-based virtual reality technologies, thanks to
increased availability and affordability. Affordances and theorized benefits of headset-
based virtual reality for individuals with autism spectrum disorders are quite promising.
However, very little attention has been given in the literature to implementation safety and
ethics. This is a particular concern in light of documented adverse effects associated with
headset-based virtual reality. To approach this gap, this article details how the authors
approached the issue of minimizing adverse effects with related and overlapping methods,
but from two separate, independent research sites—one in the United States and one in
the United Kingdom. A structured within- and across-case analysis of the two independent
studies was conducted to identify central implementation processes and procedures.
Analysis resulted in development of a model for minimizing potential adverse effects of
headset-based virtual reality for this population. We assert that our model could provide
clarity in terms of design and implementation of headset-based virtual reality for individuals
with autism spectrum disorders, guide implementations of future researchers and
practitioners, and contribute to minimizing and controlling for potential adverse effects.
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INTRODUCTION

Researchers have been exploring the use of head-mounted displays (HMDs) and virtual reality (VR)
in the area of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) since Strickland (1996) seminal work over
two decades ago. Recently, interest and research activity have been increasing substantially due
to the availability of affordable, consumer-grade HMD-based VR systems. ASD is a lifelong
condition characterized by challenges with social communication/interaction and restricted,
repetitive patterns of behavior (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; DSM-5 American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). Manifestations of ASD present substantial heterogeneity across
affected individuals (Masi et al., 2017). Early intervention has been shown to lead to improvements in
core autism symptoms (Estes et al., 2015). However, access to and consistency of services in early
intervention are known barriers, potentially leading to challenges in adulthood such as chronic
underemployment, social isolation, and inability to live independently (Eaves and Ho, 2008; Taylor
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and Seltzer, 2011; Taylor and Mailick, 2014; Hedley et al., 2017).
Prevalence of autism is increasing, with current estimates
suggesting one in 54 children receiving an ASD diagnosis in
the United States alone (Russell et al., 2014). As such, viable and
effective therapeutic interventions are in high demand. Virtual
reality has garnered significant attention as a potentially effective
solution for delivering such interventions (Bellani et al., 2011;
Parsons, 2016).

Virtual reality is considered to hold tremendous promise for
individuals with ASD due to: (1) the suitability and natural
affinity to computers and technology for this population; (2)
the ability of HMD-based VR to simulate real-world situations
and contexts in safe and predictable ways; and (3) the ability to
control, shape, and tailor VR interventions to participant needs
and local contexts (Parsons, 2016; Bozgeyikli et al., 2018).
Therefore, VR appears to be intrinsically reinforcing for
individuals with ASD, has technological affordances which
align closely with instructional needs, and can broaden access
to a range of services (Parsons et al., 2020). VR provides
individuals with ASD the ability to encounter and practice
skills in highly realistic and customizable contexts, for input
stimuli to be intentionally manipulated, and to have real-world
consequences mitigated or removed. Within this context, a
patchwork of research studies have investigated VR-based
interventions across multiple domains such as social/emotional
skills (Moore et al., 2005; Ke and Im, 2013), safety skills (Self et al.,
2007), street-crossing (Josman et al., 2011), daily living (Parsons
et al., 2004; Mitchell et al., 2007; Jarrold et al., 2013), and
communication (Kandalaft et al., 2013) to name but a few
(Wang and Anagnostou, 2014; Mesa-Gresa et al., 2018). While
reported research outcomes in this area suggest VR has promise
for individuals with ASD, as a whole, research supporting
connections between theorized benefits of VR HMDs and
empirical evidence supporting effectiveness has been described
as limited, piecemeal, and largely inconclusive (Parsons, 2016).

To date, the majority of research has focused on the use of
desktop-based VR and virtual worlds. More recently, research
interest in HMD-based VR for individuals with ASD has
increased, in part due to increased consumer availability of
HMDs. Researchers are particularly interested in
implementing HMD-based VR for individuals with ASD, as
specific affordances of the technology such as heightened sense
of presence, immersion and ecological validity all lend themselves
to a meaningful environment that potentially can enable
opportunities for acquisition, maintenance, and generalization
of skills (Freina and Ott, 2015). However, a widely-acknowledged
concern related to using HMD-based VR is the potential that
users will experience some degree of adverse effects (Palmisano
et al., 2017). By adverse effects, we refer to negative effects
including cybersickness (e.g., nausea, eye-strain, etc.), safety
concerns (e.g., stumbling and falling), increased anxiety,
sensory disturbances, etc. (cf. Kellmeyer, 2018). Although an
abundance of calls for future research to investigate adverse
effects can be found in the literature (e.g., Irish, 2013;
Fletcher-Watson, 2014; Wong et al., 2015; Mesa-Gresa et al.,
2018), actual research on adverse effects is largely absent.
Research in the field has yet to meaningfully and

systematically approach questions related to adverse effects for
individuals with ASD when applying VR in general, and HMD-
based VR specifically (Bradley and Newbutt, 2018; Malihi et al.,
2020).

The majority of research on VR interventions for individuals
with ASD has been principally concerned with establishing
intervention effects. However, researchers’ desire to establish
intervention effects problematically positions VR technology as
the primary driver of intervention outcomes. To-date, no design
heuristics or guidelines have been published in this area.
Although a variety of heuristics and design principles exist for
developing 2D computer interfaces for individuals with ASD
(Benton et al., 2011; Khowaja and Salim, 2013), far less is known
about how to design 3D interfaces and environments: “[. . .] there
is no well-established literature on the best practices in designing
VR user interface attributes for individuals with ASD yet”
(Bozgeyikli et al., 2018, p. 22:5). With a dearth of guidance in
terms of VR design best practices for individuals with ASD,
researchers are broadly left to their own devices when confronting
how to design effective interventions. The lack of practical,
detailed, and considered processes to help minimize possible
adverse effects in published research suggests a gap in the
literature that could limit the full potential of HMD-based VR
for individuals with ASD.

Alongside the lack of guidance for designing 3D interfaces and
environments for individuals with ASD in general, there is also a
lack of understanding regarding how these interfaces and
environments might lead to potential adverse effects when
experienced in HMDs specifically. That adverse effects have
not been a particular focus within the field poses a potential
issue around researchers adopting and using emergent
technologies like HMD-based VR before their implications of
use are understood or before evidence-based recommendations
for implementation are established. Borrowing from Kellmeyer
(2018), “very little systematic discussion of the
neurophilosophical and ethical challenges from the clinical use
of these new VR systems is available” (p. 2). Given the limited
research in the field, a significant gap exists related to exploring
and reporting potential adverse effects (Bradley and Newbutt,
2018). We argue that with rapid technological advancements in
this area, researchers, practitioners, and other professionals
working with people with ASD have an urgent responsibility
to confront these issues (Parsons, 2016).

Thus far we have established the three following research gaps:
(1) consideration of adverse effects of VR for individuals with
ASD in published research is limited; (2) published design
heuristics and principles related to VR for individuals with
ASD are largely absent; and (3) there is a paucity of research
that explicitly explores and reports potential adverse effects for
this vulnerable population. The purpose of this article, therefore,
is to approach these gaps by offering a set of preliminary
implementation guidelines for HMD-based VR to minimize
potential adverse effects for individuals with ASD. Our work is
intended to guide researchers and practitioners alike, and
therefore serves to bridge a research-to-practice gap in this area.

We turn to our own practice to assert our design expertise in
this area, establish our positionality, and frame the issue from the
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perspective of expert recommendations and best practices, as
informed by ethical guidelines. We, the authors, are among the
first to have pursued formal research studies with HMD-based
VR for individuals with ASD. Our research was performed in two
separate, independent research groups. We have published and
presented widely on VR for ASD and iteratively have refined our
implementations (e.g., Schmidt et al., 2012; Newbutt et al., 2016;
Newbutt et al., 2017; Glaser and Schmidt, 2018; Newbutt, 2019;
Schmidt et al., 2019; Newbutt et al., 2020). Over the course of
multiple studies and through working with stakeholders, we have
developed principles and expert knowledge that inform our
professional practice This has been achieved through a process
of reflection-on-action that considers a range of critical issues and
factors directly affecting the acceptance, perceived utility,
implementation quality, and participant well-being of VR
experiences for this population.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

This article seeks to address a research-to-practice gap of
insufficient implementation guidelines for minimizing
potential adverse effects of using HMD-based VR for
individuals with ASD. Our specific aims are (a) to explore
how two independent research teams sought to minimize
adverse effects for research participants in two separate studies
and (b) to distill the lessons learned from case comparison into
actionable guidelines that might be used by researchers and
practitioners in their local contexts. On this basis, and
alongside the gaps in knowledge presented previously, the
following research questions guided our inquiry:

1. What are the common elements and/or key points of
differentiation across studies?

2. What themes emerge from comparison of the individual
studies performed at Study 1 and Study 2?

3. What lessons can be drawn from within- and across-case
comparison related to minimizing adverse effects of HMD-
based VR for individuals with ASD?

To approach these questions, we analyzed two recently
published research studies (Newbutt et al., 2020), associated
artifacts, and documentation so as to extract and synthesize
salient details of how researchers implemented HMD-based
VR in their studies. The first and second authors were the
lead researchers. Case study methodology was used to perform
a structured within- and across-case analysis of implementation
procedures with the goal of promoting analytic generalizations
(Yin, 2017). A “case” was defined as one of the two independent
research studies led by the first and second author.

The USA-based study led by the first author (Schmidt et al.,
2019) utilized a design-based research (DBR) methodological
approach that considered ease-of-use, the nature of participants’
user experience, feasibility, and relevance of a spherical, video-
based virtual reality (SVVR) app as well as a fully immersive,
collaborative 3D virtual environment, both of which were
delivered using HMDs for a group of adults with ASD in a

day program. The UK-based study led by the second author
(Newbutt et al., 2020) sought to place children on the autism
spectrum at the center of a study examining the potential of VR
HMDs used in primary and secondary school classrooms;
explored a range of VR experiences, how autistic users
reported physical experiences, enjoyment, and potential of VR
HMDs in their classrooms, while systematically exploring
potential adverse effects.

Our work is presented as an instrumental, collective case study
(Thomas, 2015). Our analytic process involved describing each case
in detail and then presenting themes within the case, followed by
thematic analysis across cases. As articulated in Figure 1, we adopted
a three-phase approach. Phase 1 consisted of structured critical
discussions in which we reviewed and summarized research details,
methods, and findings, and established a basis for across-case
comparison. In phase 2, artifacts were systematically discussed
and reflected upon through formal meetings in which authors
interrogated one another’s work to identify themes. Finally we
synthesized lessons learned (Yin, 2017) into a framework that
captured best practices.

Trustworthiness
We implemented a range of techniques to ensure the methodological
rigor of our research from Lincoln and Guba (1985)
recommendations for promoting trustworthiness. Most important
to trustworthiness is establishing credibility (Shenton, 2004), whichwe
sought to accomplish in the current case study in three ways. We
aimed to promote transferability, which according to Tobin and
Begley (2004), refers to the generalizability of research from one
case to another. Thick description of our separate contexts is provided
in the results of phase 1 below. By presenting similarfindings from two
studies, but in two separate settings, we provide a more inclusive
overall picture. We also aimed to establish dependability and
confirmability by maintaining an audit trail. We provide in the
results section below a clear and logical description of our research
process. We report our process in detail so that it can be repeated in
future work. In this way, readers could adopt the research design we
report here as a type of prototypemodel (Shenton, 2004). To allow the
traceability of our work in a stage-wise process, we used software that
logged all changes to our work over time. Our audit trail consists of
versioned files that include step-by-step histories of the methods and
findings presented in this paper.

RESULTS

In the following sections, we present the outcomes of our within-
and across-case analysis according to three separate phases of
analysis. We present these phases in alignment with our research
questions, beginning with detailed case descriptions, followed by
thematic analysis and synthesis of lessons learned.

Results of Phase 1: Common Elements and
Key Points of Differentiation Across Studies
In this section, we articulate each case’s details, background, and
context related to: (a) equipment, participants, and virtual
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environments (Table 1); (b) research aims, data collection
protocols (Table 2); and (c) key findings and limitations
(Table 3). Study 1 study utilized a design-based research
(DBR) methodological approach that considered ease-of-use,

the nature of participants’ user experience, feasibility, and
relevance of a spherical, video-based virtual reality (SVVR)
app as well as a fully immersive, collaborative 3D virtual
environment, both of which were delivered using HMDs for a

FIGURE 1 | Three-phase structured-iterative-comparative methodology used in this research.

TABLE 1 | Outcomes of Phase 1: Results from analysis of studies (equipment, participants, and virtual environments).

Study 1 Study 2

Participants C Expert Testers (neurotypical)
○ N � 4 (male � 1; female � 3)
○ 3 PhD-level experts; one staff member
○ Purposive sample

C ASD Participant Testers
○ N � 5 (all male, all verbal)
○ Confirmed ASD diagnosis
○ Age range � 23 to 34

Convenience sample

C N � 31 (male � 25; female � 6)
C Confirmed ASD diagnosis
C Verbal � 28; non-verbal � 3
C Age range � 6 to 16
Convenience sample

Apparatus C Lower tech
○ Google Cardboard
○ Google Daydream View

C Higher tech
○ HTC Vive

C Lower tech
○ Google cardboard
○ ClassVRa

C Higher tech
C HTC Vive

Virtual
environment

C Bespoke, custom-developed software
C For lower tech: Single-user Android 360° video-based public transportation training
simulation
○ For higher tech: Multi-user, avatar-based VR public transportation simulation modeled on

adult day program university setting

C Off-the-shelf software
CHistorically-focused environments and landscapes
(i.e., Egypt)
C Socially-focused environments (i.e., Fun Fair)
C Simulation experience (i.e., making a coffee in a
coffee shop)
C All experiences single-user

aClassVR is a low-cost, stand-alone VR headset designed specifically for fleet deployment in educational contexts.
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group of adults with ASD in a day program. Study 2 sought to
place children on the autism spectrum at the center of a study
examining the potential of VR HMDs used in primary and
secondary school classrooms; explored a range of VR
experiences, how autistic users reported physical experiences,

enjoyment, and potential of VR HMDs in their classrooms, while
systematically exploring potential adverse effects. Detailed case
descriptions are presented in Table 1. Cases are presented in a
side-by-side tabular format to align each study’s research details,
methods, findings, etc. for thematic analysis in Phase 2.

TABLE 2 | Outcomes of Phase 1: Results from analysis of studies (research aims, data collection protocols).

United States study United Kingdom study

Ethical review and
informed consent

C Research approved by the Universities’ Ethics Committee/Institutional Review Board
C Parent and/or participant consent obtained
C Participant assent obtained as/where required

Purpose and
research questions

C To what extent do project prototypes meet design goals of being
acceptable, feasible, easy to use, and relevant to the unique needs of
participants?
C What is the nature of participants’ user experience relative to the
lower-tech and higher-tech simulations?

C What type of VR HMD device and experiences therein are preferred
by children on the autism spectrum?
C How do children on the autism spectrum report the physical
experience, enjoyment, and potential of VR HMDs in their classrooms?
C What would children on the autism spectrum like to use VR for in
schools?

Data collection
procedures

C Expert Testers (Spring, 2018)
○ Experienced public transportation training simulation in two low tech
HMDs for a period of up to 15 min (each) across two sessions at their
workplace
○ Sessions facilitated by trained graduate student
○ Experts completed post-experience survey(s) and structured
interviews
C Participant Testers (Summer, 2018)
○ Experienced public transportation training simulation with one low
tech device and one high tech device for a period of up to 15min (each)
at the offices of the adult day program
○ Sessions facilitated by lead researcher and trained graduate student
○ Participants completed post-experience survey(s) and unstructured
interviews
○ An adult day program staff member who knew the participants well
helped facilitate this

C Participants tested all three HMDs for a period of up to 20 min (each)
across two sessions in their school (Spring 2018)
C Sessions facilitated by lead researcher and teacher who knew the
pupil well
C Participants exposed to virtual environments via Google Cardboard,
Class VR, and HTC Vive (in that order)
C Participants and teachers completed post-experience survey(s)
C Teachers helped to facilitate this for younger pupils and pupils with
learning difficulties

Data collected C Expert testers
○ Semi-structured interview
○ Self-report questionnaire (designed by research team)
C Participant testers
○ Screen, webcam, and audio recordings
○ Unstructured, post-usage testing interviews
○ Qualitative field notes
C Both
○ System usability scale (SUS)
○ Adjectival user-friendliness scale

C Self-report questionnaires (designed by research team); completed
by both ASD and teacher cohorts
C Qualitative field notes
C Focus group protocol

TABLE 3 | Outcomes of Phase 1: Results from analysis of studies (key findings and limitations).

Study 1 Study 2

Key
findings

C Above-average usability and good user-friendliness
C All users were able to complete sessions (but not without help); one
returned for additional session
C All participants indicated desire to use again
C Sense of enjoyment (i.e., joy, fun, excitement)
C Some evidence of adverse effects (i.e., nausea, dizziness)

C A preference for using higher tech. A clear preference towards using/deploying
VR HMDs for preparing for real life activities and visiting new places (vs. socialising
and making friends)
C Preference for using VR to help calm and relax was a key opportunity for
participants and teachers
C All participants indicated desire to use again
C Sense of enjoyment and ease of use
C No adverse effects

Limitations C Small sample
C Exploratory nature of the research
C Virtual environments were functional prototypes, not finished
products
C Findings contextualized within adult day program and associated
participants

C Small sample
C Exploratory nature of the research
C Exploration of VR software constrained by time
C Findings contextualized within UK schools included in the study and children in
those schools
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Results of Phase 2: Emergent Themes from
Comparison of Studies
On the basis of the detailed case descriptions from Phase 1
(Tables 1–3), Phase 2 sought to present themes within and
across cases. Results are framed within themes that emerged as
lead researchers compared and analyzed cases. Over the process
of thematic analysis, the researchers identified common
segmentation points shared between cases. Seeking to
sufficiently capture the complexity and highly contextual
nature of our cases, the metaphor of stage production
emerged. Stage production is particularly apt for characterizing
our approach, as it seeks to gradually lead to a refined and reliably
consistent performance that involves a range of stakeholders
working together. As such, we characterize our
implementations’ segmentation points as “stages”, and
articulate these as: (a) setting the stage (Table 4); (b) dress

rehearsal (Table 5); (c) first preview (Table 6); and (d)
opening night (acts 1 and 2; Table 7). Within each stage, we
briefly detail the processes underwent by each research team and
highlight common elements and key points of differentiation. In
line with our instrumental, collective case study methodology, the
approach of structuring processes across cases in a stage-wise
manner (see Tables 4–7) established the foundation for further
interrogation and analytic generalization in Phase 3.

Results of Phase 3: Lessons from Within-
and Across-Case Comparison Related to
Minimizing Adverse Effects of HMD-Based
VR for Individuals with ASD
Results presented in this section represent the final outcome of
the 3-phase distillation procedure. Having identified points of

TABLE 4 | Results from thematic analysis: Stage 1 setting the stage.

Stage 1—Setting the stage

Processes Common elements Key points of
differentiation

United States United Kingdom IRB/ethics approval; needs assessment,
stakeholder input/meetings; expert testing
(teachers, program managers, collaborators,
etc. . .); designing/revising RQs with
stakeholders; design/development of
intervention and/or technology integration
procedures.

Context and setting.
Needs assessment, stakeholder input/
meetings, design & development of
intervention, IRB approval, expert testing
(autism experts, usability experts).

Ethics approval, stakeholder meetings, formation
of RQs, school visits, show and tell with parents/
carers, practical issues related to tech in
classrooms explored, research mentor meetings
with lead researcher.

TABLE 5 | Results from thematic analysis: Stage 2 Dress Rehearsal.

Stage 2—Dress rehearsal

Processes Common elements Key points of
differentiation

United States United Kingdom Testing equipment (hardware/software) in
contexts/conditions of actual usage; including
facilitators (teachers, staff, etc.); testing and
refining protocols.

Age of participants.
Internal usage testing; hardware/software
stability testing, locating ideal room; rehearsing
procedures; developing setup/breakdown
checklist; iteratively refining intervention
protocol.

Testing equipment in situ; locating ideal room;
hardware/software stability testing; demo with
teachers and parents; develop set-up checklist;
final consultation; finalize protocol.

TABLE 6 | Results from thematic analysis: Stage 3 First Preview.

Stage 3—First preview

Processes Common elements Key points of
differentiation

United States United Kingdom Presentation of equipment and stimuli (in non-
VR, screen-based format), continually
address questions and queries from
participants, complete consent process

Adult vs. child consent/
assent proceduresPresent equipment to participants (see and

touch devices), explore if participants are
interested in using equipment, address any
questions or concerns, preview the content,
ask if participants want to participate, gain
consent

Present equipment to participants (a chance to
see and touch devices), discuss any worries/
issues, watch video materials related to others
using VR HMDs, preview and consider the
content to be presented to participants, discuss
any further/final worries concerns, gain consent
from parents and pupils
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convergence and divergence across cases in phase 2, our focus
transitioned in phase 3 to integrating the processes from both
studies (Tables 4–7). Considerations of how to convey the
lessons learned from prior analysis presented an opportunity
to merge the processes and common elements from both cases
into a representation of best practices. This required a
translation of the specific details of each case into a set of
generalizations that described each of the implementation
stages. Attempts to develop textual descriptions of phases led
to tensions, as text-based descriptions did not sufficiently
represent the linear, step-wise nature of the implementation
processes uncovered in our analysis. This led us to develop an
initial linear visualization of our processes, which we
subsequently refined using the approach shown in Figure 1
above. As a result, we articulated the stage-wise implementation
framework as a linear process with descriptions and intent of
each stage. Resonant in this process was the concept of gradual
acclimation, which we discuss as follows.

Gradual Acclimation for Minimizing Adverse Effects
To minimize potential adverse effects gradual acclimation is
needed (Figure 2). This is the process through which VR is

continually optimized within and across implementation stages.
We articulate gradual acclimation in two different areas of the
process model: (1) contextual acclimation (Stages 1 and 2) and (2)
technology acclimation (Stages 3 and 4). Contextual acclimation is
concerned with researchers identifying the local variables that
potentially could impact successful implementation. Contextual
acclimation is primarily informed via input from stakeholders
and facilitators (e.g., teachers, staff, program managers,
collaborators, directors). Contextual acclimation is followed by
technology acclimation, which is informed principally by
participants when they begin by handling and experiencing
the technology in a gradual manner in stages 3 and 4.

Gradual acclimation is, in part, predicated on ethical concerns.
When working with a vulnerable population, researchers have a
special obligation and greater responsibility to actively take
precautions to help minimize real or potential risks (American
Educational Research Association, 2011; Behavior Analyst
Certification Board, 2014). This extends to possible adverse
effects associated with the use of HMD-based VR for
individuals ASD. We therefore assert that the potential for
adverse effects could be minimized through intentional
procedures that promote gradual acclimation within and

TABLE 7 | Results from thematic analysis: Stage 4 Opening Night (Acts 1 and 2).

Stage 4—Opening Night: Act 1

Processes Common elements Key points of differentiation

United States United Kingdom Deliberate orientation and training
process; ensure participant is sitting; initial
trial; continually check participants
willingness to use at set intervals;
continually check for adverse effects;
short lengths of exposure

Follow up on negative effects
beyond the formalities of the studyEnsure participant is sitting in swivel chair,

explain the task structure while showing
how to navigate the app, ask if participant
is comfortable and ready to begin, fit the
headset (Cardboard or Daydream), ask if
participant is comfortable and willing to
continue, ask participant to complete first
task (2 min), provide assistance if needed,
ask how participant is feeling and if
comfortable and ready to begin next task,
repeat after each task (n � 4) until activity is
completed

Explain how the session will run, sit
participant down, introduce first HMD
experience using low tech device
(Cardboard), check they still want to
proceed, fit the HMD, run application (2–3
min) then remove HMD, check for negative
effects (ask participant and observe), run
further HMD experience, complete activity
(<5min), check for negative effects, follow up
30 min later for signs of negative effects

Stage 4—Opening Night: Act 2

Processes Common elements Key points of differentiation

United States United Kingdom Deliberate orientation and training
process; initial trial; continually check
participants willingness to use at set
intervals; continually check for adverse
effects; provide assistance

Length of exposure; standing vs.
sitting; multi-user vs. single-user
virtual environment

Ensure participant is sitting in swivel chair,
show HTC Vive controllers, show how to
hold controllers, ask participant to press
different buttons on controllers, ask
participant if they are comfortable and
ready to try on the HTC Vive HMD, fit the
HMD, ask participant if it is comfortable
and they are willing to continue, have
participant perform simple navigation task
(find their cubicle in the office; 1-2 min),
provide assistance if needed, ask
participant if task was easy or difficult, ask
how participant is feeling, ask if participant
is comfortable and willing to continue,
engage in full activity (∼9 min), check for
negative effects

Explain how the session will run, researcher
uses HTC Vive to demonstrate activity (and
controls), sit/stand participant (depending on
their age), check they still want to proceed, fit
the HMD and hand controls, ensure comfort,
run application (2–3 min) then remove HMD,
follow the participant around the space/room
(if standing/walking) to ensure stable
balance, check for negative effects (ask
participant and observe), run further HMD
experience, complete activity (<5min), check
for negative effects, follow up 30 min later for
signs of negative effects
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across all stages. This is captured in Figure 2 as a triangle labeled
Potential for adverse effects, which illustrates how the potential for
adverse effects could be reduced by utilizing the intentional and
systematic processes through contextual acclimation and
technology acclimation. Figure 2 represents our final stage-
wise process model of gradual contextual and technology
acclimation to minimize potential adverse effects of HMD-
based VR for individuals with ASD.

DISCUSSION

Auspicious claims championing the potential of VR for individuals
with ASD are abundant in the literature of the past 25 years—from
the earliest reports (e.g., Strickland, 1996; 1997) to the most recent
(Miller et al., 2019; Ke et al., 2020). However, “While it is apparent
that VR has great conceptual potential, research and development
are early on the road to making it a reality” (Wang and Anagnostou,
2014, p. 2137). Contributing to this are the many gaps in this
research area, including a lack of guidelines for implementing VR
interventions with this population, a general lack of consideration of
adverse effects of VR in the published research, and very little specific
research that reports findings related to adverse effects. Given the
known characteristics of people with ASD (Christensen et al., 2018),
and compounded by common comorbidities (Deprey and Ozonoff,
2018) such as anxiety (van Steensel and Heeman, 2017) and sensory
processing differences (Thye et al., 2018), the prospect of adverse
effects related to VR usage for individuals with ASD presents salient
risks. Approaching calls and concerns for the safe and ethical applied
use of technology for individuals with autism (Parsons, 2016; Bradley
and Newbutt, 2018; Schmidt et al., 2019), the current article
approaches the urgent need to consider potential adverse effects
of HMD-based VR use for individuals with ASD.

To confront this need, we present a stage-wise process model
derived from our own research that illustrates how researchers
and practitioners alike can seek to reduce potential adverse effects
in the design and execution of their HMD-based VR

implementations for individuals with ASD. To contextualize
the embedded processes and promote recall, we adopt the
metaphor of a stage production to describe the different stages
of the process. Like stage production, VR implementation
requires considerable attention to details, many of which are
unknown until they are encountered. Successful VR
implementation also requires intentional, continuous
coordination with key stakeholders such as teachers,
administrators, IT staff, etc. (Newbutt, 2019), similar to a stage
production requiring coordination between theater and
production staff (e.g., stage manager, stagehands). Further, and
perhaps most importantly, planning opportunities for
participants to encounter VR technology and practice using
it before engaging in an actual intervention is as important to
VR implementation as is memorization of lines and table-
reads to actors’ performance in a stage production. Finally, in
stage production, preparation and rehearsal are critically
important to bringing the production to a high standard of
quality. We posit that application of the stage-wise model
presented here could likewise influence the quality of the VR
experience for participants by controlling for potential adverse
effects.

Stage-Wise Process Model
The stage-wise process model represents a distillation of how two
separate research teams approached the challenge of controlling
for potential adverse effects. Our intent here is to provide
guidance in an approachable, actionable framework and in
doing so to portray our model in a minimalist manner so as
to be useful to a range of audiences. However, this introduces a
risk that it could be interpreted as an oversimplification of what in
many cases can be exceptionally complex processes. The reader is
therefore cautioned not to interpret the model at face value, but
instead to consult the specific information presented in Tables
4–7 for detailed examples of the specific procedures and activities
that were applied by using each stage of our work. We provide
further discussion of the stages in the following sections.

FIGURE 2 | Final stage-wise process model promoting gradual acclimation to minimize potential adverse effects of HMD-based VR for individuals with ASD.
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Stage 1: Setting the Stage
Stage 1 includes front-end analysis and subsequent design and
development of the intervention. These are activities that are well
documented in the learning and instructional design literature
(Morrison et al., 2012; Dick et al., 2014). What differentiates our
approach from such established instructional design processes,
however, is intentional solicitation of collaborative and
meaningful input from all stakeholders, beginning in Stage 1,
and continuing across all stages of the process. Continual input
from stakeholders ensures the voices of those who matter the
most are heard (Parsons et al., 2020). We highlight that this goes
beyond requirements of institutional review boards or ethics
committees for human subjects research (Protection of Human
Subjects, 2009). Catalyzing this were critiques rebuking research
studies that: (1) do not incorporate the voices and perspectives of
individuals with ASD, their support communities, and/or
relevant stakeholders in the design, implementation, and/or
execution of studies; and (2) do not pursue and incorporate
the priorities and cultural values of autistic communities
(Parsons, 2016; Parsons et al., 2020). Importantly, teams of
researchers and stakeholders should explicitly acknowledge in
this stage that VR use and/or intervention has inherent potential
for adverse effects. As such, they should actively seek to identify
factors that could promote reduction of adverse effects as early as
this stage. For example, a team might discover that some
participants find the fit of one headset to be disagreeable,
which could prompt exploration of more adjustable straps or
different headsets altogether.

Stage 2: Dress Rehearsal
In Stage 2, the VR technology used to deliver the intervention is
tested in-situ. This testing allows teams to collectively examine
the space where the technology will be used. When working in-
situ, researchers could find themselves provided with a space that
is not ideal for HMD-based VR application. For example, they
could be assigned a room that is too small, a cluttered area, or
spaces containing tables and chairs. Such a space can present
collision and trip hazards, which could lead to adverse health
effects. Further, space needs to be amenable to a positive sensory
experience for participants. For example, fluorescent lights or
loud noises could be severely distracting for individuals with ASD
(Grandin, 2002). In addition to this, testing allows the team to set
up, configure and test the technology outside of a controlled lab
setting. This allows for discovery of a variety of potential error
points, for example, connectivity challenges such as restricted
networks and prohibitive firewall rules, logistical challenges such
as setting up for multi user experiences, or computer problems,
such as misconfigurations and unforeseen glitches. Importantly,
dress rehearsal is not technology testing; it is preparing for social-
behavioral human subjects research (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). As such, it provides opportunities for
stakeholders to see and experience the application of the
technology and provide feedback, with the ultimate goal of
providing an error-free, enjoyable implementation by
identifying and addressing vectors that potentially could lead
to adverse effects such as confusion, frustration, etc.

Stage 3: First Preview
In Stage 3, focus shifts to technology usage by participants. In line
with the principle of gradual acclimation, this stage provides
participants the opportunity to examine the technology and learn
about the intervention. Many individuals with ASD respond
positively to order, structure, and predictability, with
deviations potentially leading to increased stress and anxiety
(Gotham et al., 2013; Lidstone et al., 2014; Factor et al., 2016).
First Preview seeks to address this by providing structured
opportunities to communicate the project to participants.
Although research studies are often communicated to research
participants through approved informed consent procedures
(e.g., American Educational Research Association, 2011;
British Educational Research Association, 2018), we have
found in our work the language used to describe VR projects
(as approved by institutional review boards or ethical
committees) can be abstract and contextually dependent.
Given that many individuals with ASD are quite literal in
their thinking (Volden et al., 2009; Deliens et al., 2018), this
can frustrate communication efforts. The purpose of providing
the opportunity for examining the technology and previewing
the VR materials on a monitor is to provide concrete and real
examples of what they will be experiencing, thereby enhancing
communication with our participants. In this manner, two key
aspects are achieved: (1) we are ensuring our ethical obligation
to our participants (i.e., clear and concise communication);
and (2) vulnerable participants are able to make better-
informed decisions about whether they choose to participate
in a given research study and what to expect if they do agree to
be involved. This again illustrates the importance of
privileging the voices and perspectives of participants
throughout the implementation process (Parsons and Cobb,
2013; Politis et al., 2019).

Stage 4: Opening Night Act 1
In Act 1 of Opening Night the equipment and experience is
delivered in a limited manner so as to promote gradual
acclimation. Examples include: limiting the amount of time
using the equipment; using lower tech versions of the
equipment; and/or using simplified versions of the equipment.
First, limiting the amount of time that participants engage in the
VR experience could reduce the probability of serious adverse
effects and allows researchers to check frequently with
participants regarding how they are feeling, as well as with
their guardians, caregivers, educators, etc. For example,
researchers might design a series of 2-min tutorials or short
360 videos and take breaks in between to evaluate participants’
well-being and willingness to proceed. Second, using lower tech
versions of the technology could be less complicated and
therefore provide superior usability (Parish-Morris et al., 2018;
Schmidt et al., 2019). For example, Google Cardboard devices
have only a single button and no straps, allowing for the HMD to
be removed easily in the case that a participant is experiencing
negative effects. Third and finally, using simplified versions of the
equipment, software, etc. could provide authentic experiences
while reducing potential frustration or confusion (Rojo et al.,
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2019). For example, a series of 360 videos might auto-play instead
of requiring participants to operate controls, or short tutorials
might be presented using an “on rails” design in which
participants are limited to moving their avatar, making
selections, or changing their view, but not controlling the path
their avatar takes. Given that the local context necessarily
circumscribes how this stage of implementation is designed,
these examples are not meant to be prescriptive but instead to
illustrate how gradual acclimation is realized in this stage.
Importantly, researchers must take care to intentionally and
often question participants and other advocates who are
involved regarding their well-being. Given recognized
communication differences in many individuals with ASD
(Masi et al., 2017), soliciting responses is recommended over
providing opportunities for self-initiated reporting. This requires
careful discussion and agreement to be sure that, for example,
non-verbal participants can express their willingness to continue
or desire to end the experience and/or study.

Stage 4: Opening Night Act 2
Act 2 of Opening Night is when participants engage
comprehensively in the VR experience using fully immersive
headsets (i.e., Oculus Quest, HTC Vive). During this stage,
researchers should remain vigilant in their observation of
participants while they engage in the experience(s),
scrutinizing for any signs of adverse effects. Assuming that the
prior stages have been enacted in a considered manner,
participants should have gradually acclimatized to the
technology, and the likelihood that adverse effects would
unfavorably impact participants in this stage should be
diminished.

Efforts to minimize risk do not end at this point. Even
though a VR intervention might be very feasible for certain
applications initially, using the VR intervention might become
frustrating over time or introduce new risks. Evidence of this is
scant given the lack of longitudinal research in this area.
However, emerging research suggests longitudinal exposure
effects of VR with individuals with ASD (Glaser et al., 2020),
with participants rating their perceptions of cybersickness
higher in later sessions and as the VR environment
increased in complexity. Therefore, after participants have
begun a training program or intervention, vigilance in
observation should be ongoing and continual adjustments
should be made as needed.

Through the stages presented above and the synthesised data
from a US and a UK-based study, we have addressed an
established lack of explicit guidance (Newbutt, 2019). On the
one hand, research has noted the potential for VR HMDs to
induce some negative effects (Sharples et al., 2008; Chessa et al.,
2019; Weech et al., 2019), while on the other, very limited advice
is offered on how to practically overcome these challenges. This is
especially true in the field of autism, in which we are working with
individuals who can present with sensory concerns (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). Our results provide initial insights
to both fill a gap in the literature and also promote safe HMD-
based VR practices for individuals with ASD and their support
communities.

Implications
In the current article, we have presented a stage-wise process
model promoting gradual acclimation to minimize potential
adverse effects of HMD-based VR for individuals with ASD.
We do not assert that these procedures are novel of-themselves.
Instead, the innovation of our approach rests in how we distilled
specific processes from successful research studies which could be
used by others potentially to guide their own implementations.
Further, our process model intentionally embraces and embodies
social disability models, foregrounding themes of dignity, agency,
and empowerment (Braddock et al., 2013). By locating the
perspectives and voices of individuals with ASD centrally, we
seek to avoid the mistake of insufficiently considering
neurophilosophical issues such as hyper- or hyporeactivity to
sensory inputs that individuals with ASD may experience
(Tavassoli et al., 2016; Uljarević et al., 2016). While the
impetus for developing the stage-wise process model was to
provide guidance for reducing potential adverse effects,
benefits of using the process model could represent a
generalizable set of guidelines that others could use to inform
their VR implementations. Inclusion of stakeholders and
participants across all stages of implementation could increase
their confidence in potential benefits of using the technology,
positively influence potential anxiety on the part of participants,
and increase stakeholder confidence that the technology will not
cause harm. Designers could map existing methods and processes
to the various stages in themodel and use this to inform and guide
their designs. Ultimately, the process model we provide in
Figure 2 and discuss above could provide some assurance that
stakeholders are being supportive of their ethical responsibilities
when working with a vulnerable population (Bell, 2008; Pittaway
et al., 2010).

Limitations
The research presented in the current article represents an
important first step in reporting how researchers approached
the problem of potential adverse effects in their implementation
procedures. However, researchers seeking to utilize and further
develop our approach should be aware of its limitations. The
purpose of the research presented here was not to validate the
stage-wise process model. While we believe it is likely that
following a stage-wise implementation process helped to
minimize adverse effects, we do not currently have sufficient
data to support a causal relationship between the stage-wise
process model and reduction in adverse effects. Because this
work drew from completed studies, it was not possible to establish
whether our stage-wise implementation processes were
specifically related to the general lack of adverse effects
observed in both studies. In addition, despite our collaborative
approach working with individuals with ASD, we have not yet
returned to these communities with our final process model to
solicit feedback and input—a direction for future research.
Furthermore, to extend the work presented here and approach
limitations identified above, future research should explore the
empirical relationship between utilization of our process model
and influence on adverse effects. Moreover, given the
heterogenous nature of ASD, future research should address
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how to tailor the process model in consideration of factors such as
necessary level of support, individual differences (i.e., reactivity to
sensory inputs, levels of cognition, etc.), and extended exposure to
HMD technologies.

CONCLUSION

The focus in the current article on adverse effects of HMD-based
VR for individuals with ASD rests on the basis of ethical
guidelines published in our respective research contexts,
including but not limited to those of BERA (British
Educational Research Association, 2018), AERA (American
Educational Research Association, 2011), and BACB (Behavior
Analyst Certification Board, 2014). We situate the respect and
dignity of our participants at the forefront of our work and
incorporate practices that promote inclusion and involvement of
participants and stakeholders. Paramount to our work is an acute
sensitivity to the vulnerability of our target population (Parsons,
2015). In light of this, we endeavor to honor our special obligation
and the greater responsibility we have as researchers to actively
take precautions to help minimize real or potential risks
associated with the use of HMD-based VR for ASD (e.g.,

emotional and physical harm or intervention side-effects).
These potential risks could represent environmental
constraints that we as researchers have an ethical obligation to
eliminate. To this end, we have developed methods and processes
for minimizing adverse effects of HMD-based VR for individuals
with ASD. Our sincere hope is that the work presented here can
serve as a signpost for how researchers can ethically approach
considerations of adverse effects in future HMD-based VR
implementations, and we urge researchers to consider applying
and empirically interrogating the model proposed here.
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